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REDCOM SIGMA® XRI-400 FOR FIRST RESPONDERS
Seamless interoperability for incident response teams

Responding to an emergency event requires a “communications first” mindset. A quick response leads to a quick resolution. 
Equipping first responders with radios and other communications devices is critical for responding quickly.

As public safety teams arrive at the scene of an incident, they will need to integrate into the larger communications infrastructure 
so they can communicate with each other across disparate waveforms, bands, channels, or networks. An emergency event 
might involve many departments and individuals including fire (P25, Analog, VHF), sheriff (P25, P1, UHF), police (P25, 727/800), 
park police (DMR), military, and other assets. Some participants and command personnel will bring LTE phones, satellite 
communications, and IP network devices to be used both on-scene and at regional command centers far away from the scene. 

Communicating seamlessly across these disparate devices and networks used to be complex, expensive, or downright impossible. 
Not anymore.

The Solution: Sigma XRI
REDCOM Sigma XRI is a compact but powerful Command and 
Control platform that solves interoperability challenges for incident 
response teams. The platform empowers the first team on the 
scene with the power of a comms truck in a small form factor 
platform. Sigma XRI can be installed in a portable kit or mounted 
in the trunk of a cruiser. In either case, it integrates with existing 
public safety equipment without requiring the rip-and-replace of 
gear or infrastructure.

Sigma XRI can support almost any public safety or tactical radio, 
delivering immediate interoperability between multiple radio 
nets. It also provides connections for other radios that may arrive 
on-scene, donated by groups who need access into the same network. 

In addition to robust RF interoperability, Sigma XRI can integrate with any IP-connected communications equipment including 
LTE, satellite, or even the public telephone network for backhaul. This allows end users to seamlessly communicate with each 
other, regardless of the network and device they’re equipped with. These same users can even participate in the talkgroups and 
conference calls, allowing teams to effectively command, control, and coordinate a response without relaying information or 
relying on multiple communications devices. 
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REDCOM Sigma XRI-400 delivers IP to radio interoperability in a small form 
factor platform weighing just 2.6 lbs.
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Intelligent radio interoperability
• Features 4 built-in analog audio interfaces.  

• Agnostic to radio make, model, encryption, and 
waveform.

• Works with virtually any public safety or tactical radio.  

• Communicate seamlessly over multiple nets, including 
VHF, UHF, HF, and SATCOM.

• Configurable PTT signaling modes per port and per caller.

• Supports patches, dialed calls, and independent 
monitoring.

Resilient, future-proof design  
• Powers up in a minute.

• Resilient to hard shutdowns.  

• Built and tested to MIL-STD specs.  

• No rip and replace — interoperates with legacy or existing 
technology.

Support for various IP & RF ecosystems  
• Flexible and scalable — a single XRI-400 supports IP 

phones, radios, Android™ & Windows® clients.

• Gives incident response teams the flexibility to connect 
to other communications infrastructure.  

• Enables stand-alone comms in DIL (disconnected, 
intermittent, and limited) environments.

• Small and light enough to be mounted in a vehicle or 
hand-carried in a ruggedized case. 

Powered by REDCOM Sigma® software  
• Intuitive software is easy to learn and operate, even in 

complex and chaotic environments.

• Built-in conferencing engine and web-based conference 
manager for joining IP phones and radios. 

• Lightweight selectable video conferencing is ideal for 
congested or contested environments.

BRIDGE DISPARATE ENDPOINTS WITH REDCOM SIGMA® XRI-400
A single Sigma XRI system can bring together radios and IP devices from multiple agencies, 

enabling incident response teams to command, control, and communicate. 
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• Dynamic (dialed) calling — both incoming and outgoing, 
with support for radios with and without DTMF dialpads 
including three-click seize/answer and off-hook service 
dialing.

• Patches — for patching a radio port to another radio port 
or a conference or even a speakerphone.

• Tunable 4-wire TX/RX audio interface — for connection 
to radios or other devices with balanced or unbalanced 
audio. Transmit and receive audio gains are independently 
configurable, and each radio port is selectable for line or 
mic levels. All audio is transformer-coupled to provide DC 
isolation of external signals and reduce noise.

• Flexible PTT/PTS controls:
• Configurable Push-To-Talk (PTT) mode and Push-To-

Signal (PTS) trigger mode per radio port to support 
any mix of discrete PTT/COR signals, tone-based 
signals, and voice detection. DTMF-based PTS trigger 
mode allows radio users to choose which portions of a 
conversation to share with other patched radio ports.

• Smart PTS modes are per caller rather than per radio 
port and allow configurable RFC2833 events and/or 
DTMF digits as manual PTS control, with an automatic 
voice-operated transmit (VOX) function when no PTS 
is provided by the caller. The VOX noise threshold can 
also be configured per caller.

• Bi-directional PTS signaling for radio-to-radio patches.

• PTS forwarding through conferences — allows PTS to 
traverse a conference to key connected radios.

• Support for REDCOM’s patented RTP-based PTS with 
positive acknowledgements.

• Mobile clients — PTT interoperability between radio users 
and smartphone users with REDCOM’s Secure Client app.

• Voice queuing — Configurable PTT assertion timing/
validation modes per radio port, with automatic store & 
forward audio queuing to prevent lost syllables at the 
beginning of each transmission:

• Timer based

• Trunk radio grant tone

• Secure radio tone burst (to confirm secure fill)

• Audio monitoring — Monitor callers hear all of the audio 
transmitted/received from the target radio port, regardless 
whether the radio port is in an active call/patch. Each radio 
port can be monitored by multiple callers from the network 
and/or other local radio ports or even a conference.

• Secure radio over IP — TLS/SRTP encryption for privacy of 
signaling and audio information over IP networks.

• Repeater squelch tail suppression — to prevent tail noise 
bursts from oscillating between bridged repeater nets.

• Optional inactivity timeout
• Optional RX audio suppression — to blank out receive 

audio when saturated by a nearby transmitter or when 
transmit audio is echoed by a radio with handset sidetone.

• User-programmable radio line templates
• Auto and manual answer modes
• Notification tones
• Radio ports status dashboard with realtime signal 

tracking

Radio Features

Interoperability Features
• Flexible 4W audio ports — The 4W audio ports on 

Sigma XRI-400 can be used to connect to almost any 
audio device (full-duplex or half-duplex; transmit-only, 
receive-only, or bi-directional). Supported devices include 
intercoms, speakers, PA systems, microphones, or an 
always-open audio channel.

• Discrete input/output analog interfaces — Sigma XRI 
includes general purpose sensor/driver interfaces which 
can be wired up to virtually anything. For example: calling 
a special dial code can lock a door; or a sensor can trigger 
a blast announcement or preset conference when a 
condition passes a critical threshold.
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About REDCOM
REDCOM Laboratories, Inc. 
One REDCOM Center 
Victor, NY 14564 
585-924-6500  
sales@redcom.com 
www.redcom.com

REDCOM specializes in the development of advanced strategic, operational, 
and tactical communication solutions designed to support public safety 
communications. REDCOM’s MIL-spec products are optimized for low size, 
weight, and power (SWaP), making them the ideal communications core for 
first responders. All REDCOM products are proudly designed, developed, 
engineered, and supported in the USA. Learn more at www.redcom.com. 

Contact Information

PHYSICAL
Dimensions (WxDxH) 8.4 x 5.9 x 2.6 in / 21.3 x 15.1 x 6.6 cm

Weight 2.6 lbs. / 1.2 kg

Power Input 10–26 VDC, 30W peak power draw

ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature (operational) -20 to 70 °C (MIL-STD-810G, 

Methods 502.6 and 501.6, Procedure II)

Temperature (storage) -20 to 70 °C (MIL-STD-810G, 
Methods 502.6 and 501.6, Procedure I)

Altitude (operational) Up to 15,000 ft. at 50 °C (MIL-STD-810G, 
Method 500.6, Procedure II)

Altitude (storage) Up to 30,000 ft. at 50 °C (MIL-STD-810G, 
Method 500.6, Procedure I)

Vibration 7.7 Grms (MIL-STD-810G, Method 
514.7, Procedure I, Category 24: General 
Minimum Integrity Exposure

Shock 20 G (MIL-STD-810G, Method 516.7, 
Procedure I)

Emissions FCC Part 15 Sub-part B Class B compliant 
(validated)

SOFTWARE
REDCOM Sigma® version 3.0.0+

SIP/AS-SIP Registrations 100

SIP/AS-SIP Trunk Channels 20

Chat Clients 100

Conference Bridges 20

Conference Members 50

Conference App Power Users 2

Transcoded Sessions 10

Voice Mailboxes 10

PORTS
USB 2.0 2

Ethernet 2 x 10/100/1000

Video 1 x DisplayPort™ dual mode (DP++)

Analog 4x DB15

LEDs Power, Disk Activity, 4x Port Status

ANALOG PORT DETAILS
Receive audio interface 2-wire transformer coupled input for noise 

reduction and DC isolation
Supports balanced 600 ohm or unbalanced 
connections
Software-selectable input gain

Transmit audio interface 2-wire transformer coupled output for noise 
reduction and DC isolation
Supports balanced 600 ohm or unbalanced 
connections
Software-selectable output gain with line-level 
and microphone-level modes

Discrete interfaces for 
PTT and general-purpose 
output functions

1x solid-state relay, dedicated return, output 
limits: 56 VDC, 100 mA
1x solid-state relay, common ground/return, 
output limits: 56 VDC, 100 mA
1x form C mechanical relay, 1 Amp max

Discrete interfaces for 
COR/Retrans and general-
purpose input functions

3x inputs with on/off sense and voltage sense, 
0-58 VDC, common ground

Common ground isolated 
per port

Allows ground plane variations between XRI 
and each attached radio

REDCOM Sigma® XRI-400 Specifications


